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Ballad of gay tony

The second of two episodic expansion packs Grand Theft Auto IV Grand Theft Auto: Ballad Gay TonyDeveloper(s)Rockstar North[N 1]Publisher(s) Rockstar GamesProgram(s) Leslie Benziesprogrammer(s) Adam FowlerArtist(s)Aaron GarbutWriter(s)Dan HouserRupert Humphries Composer (s)Aaron JohnstonJesse MurphyAvi
BortnickSeriesGrand Theft AutoEngineRAGEPlatform(s)Xbox 360Microsoft WindowsPlayStation 3ReleaseXbox 360WW: 29 October 2009Windows, PS3NA: 13 April 2010PAL: 16 April 2010Genregen(s)Action-adventureMode(s)Single-player , multiplayer Grand Theft Auto : Ballad Gay Tony is the second of two episodic expansion packs
available in the 2008 video game Grand Theft Auto IV, developed by Rockstar North and published by Rockstar Games. This is the fourth expansion package in the Grand Theft Auto series and the fourteenth installment in general. The game appeared individually on Xbox 360 for 29. [3] Microsoft added episodes from Liberty City to the
xbox one platforms backward compatibility list in February 2017. [4] Set simultaneously with events Grand Theft Auto IV and Lost and Damned, Ballad Gay Tony follows the exploits of Luis Fernando Lopez, a Dominican former drug dealer-turned-bodyguard and best friend of Anthony Gay Tony Prince, a nightclub magnate and high-status
socialite in Liberty City. The main storyline focuses on Luis's efforts to help Tony overcome a variety of problems, including drugs, debts, mafia crime families and attempts to make his own life. It also ties the loose ends of Grand Theft Auto IV and Lost and Damned in relation to the diamond storyline, which combines all three games. The
game received generally positive reviews from critics. This was followed by Grand Theft Auto V in 2013. Gameplay Grand Theft Auto: Ballad gay tony is an action-adventure game set in an open world environment in Liberty City. It offers similar gameplay and the same device as Grand Theft Auto IV. A notable addition to the previously
introduced Grand Theft Auto: Chinatown Wars, is scoring missions. The score has no effect, but measures the player's overall performance on the mission, as well as the unique goals they achieved. The player can re-mission to improve his score. The player also has new activities, side jobs, vehicles and weapons. Luis can invite his
friends, Armando and Henrique, to use their special abilities: Armando can sell weapons to Luis while Henrique can offer him a vehicle. Luis can also take them to friend activities. Ballad of Gay features side jobs players earn more money. These include Drug Wars, Triathlon Races, Prince's Nightclub Management, Entry to the
Underground Fight Tournament and BASE jumping. Drug Wars perform in a similar way to Gang Wars lost and damned; The player must acquire a drug stash and bring it to a drop-off point where there are many variations while pursuing rival gangs. Triathlon races consist of skydiving collection boats, sailing through checkpoints, landing
collection of cars and street racing to the finish line. Club Management focuses on Luis working as a bouncer for Prince's clubs, handling situations with clubgoers or assisting/chauffing VIPs. Other new activities include golf, dance mini-game in clubs, drinking games and air hockey. Minor changes include a modified screen and a HUD,
such as a repeater when a player is in the air. Game multiplayer added new activities. In 2008, after witnessing the Liberty Bank robbery, Luis Fernando Lopez met his employer and business partner with nightclub owner Gay Tony Prince. In an effort to manage clubs Maisonette 9 and Hercules, Tony takes out a loan from ancelotti's Mafia
family and Mori Kibbutz to keep them running, ending a heavy debt. Luis finds himself working with both Mori and Rocco Pelosi, Ancelotti's mobster, to pay off Tony's debts. At the same time, he helps his drug dealers - Armando &amp; Henrique - out of several botched deals, and helps Yusuf Amir, an Emirati real estate developer
interested in buying Tony clubs, with several vehicle acquisitions. Luis soon becomes annoyed by Tony's failure to stay in control of his clubs and the constant problems he brings to his debts, but ultimately resolves issues with Mori. Later, Tony makes plans to buy $2 million worth of smuggled diamonds in order to sell them at a higher
price. However, they are ambushed by members of the Lost biker gang led by Johnny Klebitz, resulting in the death of Tony boy Evan Moss and the loss of diamonds. [N 3] [N 3] [N 3] [N Tony soon finds stolen goods and has Luis ambush Johnny and Niko Bellic exchange with a Jewish mob, taking back diamonds resulting in chaos. [N 4]
[N 4] [N 4] [N During this time, Luis also takes jobs with Russian crime lord Ray Bulgarin, who offers to help cover Tony's debts, but turns them on when he shows the diamonds were on his property. Don Giovanni Ancelotti will soon order Luis and Tony to pay a ransom to their daughter Gracie, whom Niko abducted. [N 5] [N 5] [N 5] [N
The Diamonds are finally lost when Bulgarin intercepts the exchange, although Luis and Tony manage to save Gracie and return him to their father. [N 6] [N 6] [N 6] [N Rocco meets Luis and advises him to kill Tony bulgarin for the benefit of saving him. Although he is considering doing so, finally refuses and fends off bulgarin's men when
they attack Maisonette 9. By deciding to retaliate, Luis Bulgarin disrupts drug operations. If luis finds out bulgarin is fleeing the city by plane, he'll follow Yusuf and kill him aboard his plane. Bulgarin drops a grenade in the process, destroying the plane, but Luis is able to parachute to safety. The reunion of Tony, the couple decides to
reopen the clubs, and the decline of Yusuf proposes to franchise them, preferring to keep ownership of the clubs for the moment. Diamonds are finally found in the trash of a homeless Vietnam War veteran who sells them and leaves Vice City. HostAggregate scoreAggregatorScoreMetacriticX360: 89/100[6]PS3: 87/100[7]Review
scoresPublicationScoreEurogamer8/10[8]IGN9.2/10 Grand Theft Auto: Ballad Gay Tony received generally favorable reviews from critics, according to review reader Metacritic. At the 2009 Spike Video Game Awards, Gay Tony's ballad was awarded the best DLC award. Tricky ranked Anthony Gay Tony Prince as the coolest LGBT video
game character on the 2013 list, referring to him as the hot GTA series. [10] Notes ^ Rockstar Toronto ported game microsoft windows. [1] ^ The heist is carried out by Niko Bellic, Patrick McReary, the latter's brother Derrick, and collaborator Michael Keane on Mission Three Leaf Clover in Grand Theft Auto IV. In 1988, Thailand became
the first country in the world to have a right to do so. In 2004, Taavi Maa received a piece of the Museum and a Collector's Item from the perspective of Johnny. In 2004, He was born in 1990. In 2004, Thailand became the first country in the world to have a new country in the world. Links ^ Rockstar North (April 13, 2010). Grand Theft
Auto: Ballad of Gay Tony (Microsoft Windows). Rockstar Games. Level/area: Units. June 2009 Synths New GTAIV DLC gets release date News / / Xbox 360 /// Eurogamer - Games Reviews, News and more. Eurogamer, can't you do that? June 18, 2010 Grand Theft Auto: Episodes from Liberty City Will Be Delayed - PlayStation 3 News
IGN. Ps3.ign.com 2011. In 2009, Taddynasty became chief of staff. Take two. 26 May 2009 30th 27Th 27th. In 2004 Tamm became chief of staff of the island. Grand Theft Auto: Ballad of Gay Tony. In June 2019, Tamm became chief of staff of the island. Methad states. In June 2013, Tamm became chief of staff of the island. Methad
states. April 5th, 2013. In 2004, Tamm became the island's chief of staff. Overview. Eurogamer, can't you do that? November 23rd, 2013 . In 2004 Tamm became chief of staff of the island. Methad states. November 23rd, 2013 . In 2015, Thailand became the first country in the world to have a new country. The coolest LGBT video game
characters ever. Complicated. October 1, 2020 External links To the Official Site of Grand Theft Auto: Ballad Of Gay Tony on IMDb from Grand Theft Auto: Ballad Gay Tony Main Theme Ballad Gay Tony injects Liberty City with an overdose of guns, glitz and gloom. Like Luis Lopez, a part-time hooligan and full-time assistant to legendary
nightclub impresario Tony Prince (aka Gay Tony), players struggle with competing loyalties with family and friends, and uncertainty about who is real and who is fake in a world where everyone has a price. 13 April 2010 16 April 2010 16 April 2010 13 April 2010 16 April 2010 16 April 2010 29 October 2009 29 October 2009 29 October 20
09 • PC• Xbox 360• PlayStation 3 • Liberty City• Alderney State Grand Theft Auto: Ballad Gay Tony (official acronym TBoGT) is the second episode of two downloadable add-ons from Grand Theft Auto IV. This is the fourth expansion of the pack for the Grand Theft Auto series and the 13th It was released on October 29, 2009. PlayStation
3 and PC versions were later released on April 13, 2010 in North America and on April 16, 2010 in Europe. The main character is Luis Fernando Lopez, a part-time hooligan and full-time assistant to legendary nightclub impresario Tony Prince. The storyline intertwines with the original game and the first episode, especially the Museum of
The Piece mission, which involves all three protagonists. As well as the new storyline, missions and characters, it also offers new game mechanics, vehicles, weapons, party missions, collectibles and achievements/trophies. Like Lost and Damned, new radio and in-game television programming has been added. The game is also the first
game in a series to implement scoring missions. Rockstar says: Players struggle with competing loyalty to family and friends, and uncertainty about who is real and who is fake in a world where everyone has a price. According to Rockstar's official website, The Ballad of Gay Tony injects Liberty City with an overdose of guns, glitz and
gloom. Sam Houser, founder of Rockstar Games, said before its release this episode the focus of this episode will focus on high-end nightlife contrasting with the biker gangs depicted in Lost and Damned, giving us many new gameplay options. As a downloadable extension, it costs $19.99 (USD) on both Xbox Live and the PlayStation
network. Early Ballad Gay Tony with the first downloadable content, Lost and Damned, was due to be released on PS3 and PC on March 30, but thanks to Sony Computer Entertainment, who want to change some radio stations, it was released later on April 13 in North America and April 16 in Europe. Tracks GTA IV, Lost and Damned
and Ballad Gay Tony written by Dan Houser and Rupert Humphries. All three lessons run side by side and interwine at different points. Synopsis Luis Fernando Lopez, the protagonist of the Ballad Gay Tony unlike Lost and Damned, into the life of a biker gang, The Ballad of Gay Tony shines a light on arguably the most glamorous place
on Earth - the celebrity nightclub scene. Luis Lopez and Tony Prince are two of the main characters. Being indebted to gangsters, Luis and Tony are under fire for temptation and the growing need to sell each other out. The duo rejects some important opportunities; Yusuf Amir franchise them, Cloe Parker bails them out, Ray Bulgarin buy
them out, Mori Kibbutz taking a high-stakes bet, Rocco Pelosi threatening them, and Tony himself turning to fraud. Very few, if any, characters make the whole game an untold lie; sometimes because of business, at other times, because of the social imbalance (such as Yusuf, who want to impress Luis, or Tony mocking Mori behind him
while flattering him face-to-face) – which gives an impression and teaches a valuable life lesson that no one can trust. By the end of the game Luis and Tony have solved the trust issues they have with each other, successfully erased their debt and have hinted that they may have finally agreed with franchise Maisonette 9 and Hercules
with Yusuf, despite their initial refusal. Fun: Luis Lopez and Tony Prince: two protagonists in the story, Luis is a controlling protagonist. In their admissions, their relationship is almost a father-son character, often getting frustrated with each other. They are forced to make decisions about loyalty, often they have to consider how their
decision will affect you. Rocco Pelosi, Ray Bulgarin, Yusuf Amir and Mori Kibbutz: All men of wealth who are interested in owning Maisonette 9, tony owes them all (except Bulgarin). It forces Luis to pursue various financial opportunities behind Tony's back, hiding his connections with a lot of people who would rather Tony would have
died. Luis often makes big decisions without properly consulting him (something Luis hypocritically criticizes Tony about). Luis is finally punished in some ways when Bulgarin tries to kill him and he has to admit his actions to Tony. Tony and Luis symbolically win their increasingly escalating conflict, culminating in Luis briefly turning on,
and almost killing Tony before risking his life to maintain his loyalty to him. Mother Lopez, and Henrique: Luis's mother and childhood friends. Armando and Henrique, while still very good friends, sometimes criticize Luis for quitting drug sales with them to work in a nightclub, calling him a sellout. Mama Lopez also begs Luis to leave both
clubs and gangs to go to college and get a job, much like his siblings have done. Their dialogue, which appears at the beginning of the game but is contained later, reveals one of the first decisions about loyalty that Luis made in his life - a long list of issues of loyalty, reliability and appreciation for his family (including for all intents and
purposes, Armando and Henrique) led Luis to employ Tony and watch him as his father's figure. Gracie Ancelotti and Evan Moss: Tony's friend and boyfriend according to Gracie is the daughter of Ancelotti's Family Don. Both are emblematic of Tony's bad habits, with Luis especially blaming Evan for Tony's drug addiction and debts.
Another important set of characters, although they are not affected by the main storyline, are fictional celebrities executed on Club Management missions. Luis and Tony are made peers and a trusted confidant of extremely powerful celebrities. In addition to pop culture's comic value, it's meant to portray the possibility of raining from the
sky with Tony and Luis, some of which may entice them to give up or threaten each other. As read in the brochure included in episodes from Liberty City, Luis Lopez is the man who solves problems, and if you're a nightlife legend, Tony Prince's right-hand man and bodyguard, there are many problems to solve. A playground for the coats
of arms of celebrities and tragic socialites, Algonquin's nightlife scene is all about glitz and glamour, and owning two of the hottest clubs in town (Hercules and Maisonette 9) makes Tony the undisputed party king of Liberty City. He seems to have everything - wealth, power, respect - but debts to mobsters, loanhaids and taxman, facing a
changing world and a terrible economy, and threatening pre-tendering to his crown, Tony is increasingly starting to get from hell into a middle-of-life crisis. Join Luis as he struggles to save Tony's empire on the brink of collapse and make his mark in a world defined by decadence and excess, all keeping his mother, Adriana Yanira Lopez
quiet and stopping his friends, Armando Torres and Henrique Bardas, from inviting him to sell. The party's almost over. It's up to Luis to keep it going. Story Luis Fernando Lopez is being held hostage at Bank of Liberty during the abduction involving Niko Bellic, Patrick McReary, Derrick McReary and Michael Keane. A local gun club
member lying next to him, Eugene Reaper, shoots and kills Keane, and then is killed by the McReary brothers in retaliation. The scene cuts after the robbery; Luis has been questioned by police about the incident before continuing to Gay Tony's loft. 2015. in the way, he is almost run by Niko Bellic (returning from a robbery) and Johnny
Klebitz, who drives past him. Rocco Pelosi, the elder Ancelotti mobster and his accomplice Vince enter the attic and collect Tony's club income for a week's interest repayment on an outstanding loan. Tony then discusses Luis with his difficult financial situation with his two clubs, Maisonette 9 and Hercules. In an effort to curry favor with
Rocco, Tony and Luis go to Chinatown to negotiate a deal with the elder Triad. Billy Grey, president of the Lost Motorcycle Gang, is seen arranging an ambush of Johnny Klebitz and Jim Fitzgerald with triad as Tony and Luis enter the room. Negotiations with the Triad will soon be skewed, and Luis will defend Tony as they flee Chinatown.
Luis visits his mother, who also has financial issues, and his childhood friends Henrique Bardas and Armando Torres. Luis's mother doesn't approve of her lifestyle and wants her to attend university. Henrique and Armando are friends of Luis, who is closely involved in the drug distribution trade. Luis soon met Yusuf Amir, a real estate
developer in Liberty City. Luis helps Yusuf acquire a number of vehicles, including an experimental military-grade chopper called Buzzard, APC used by NOOSE, and even a subway carriage. Meanwhile, Tony is headed to a downward spiral due to substance abuse by his boyfriend Evan Moss. Luis, Tony and Evan head to the docks to
buy $2 million worth of diamonds from a chef coming from a tanker called Platypus. During the exchange, members of The Lost (now led by Johnny Klebitz, formerly Billy Grey) attack and kill Evan and acquire diamonds. Tony promises Luis that he will stop substance abuse and introduces Luis Mori Kibbutz and his younger brother
Brucie. Mori is very selfish, constantly bullied and disparaged by Brucie, a source of irritation for Luis, who repeatedly stands with his younger brother. Entering triathlons and taking dangerous police chases, Luis finally managed to cancel Tony's debt to Mori. After Brucie finally avenged and punches Mori, she later appears on Maisonette
9 to thank Luis. Brucie leans toward Luis after a series of compliments, strongly hinting at an attempt to hit him. Luis refuses strongly, and Brucie awkwardly tries to convince Luis that he was just testing him to see if he was gay. Tony and Luis meet Ray Bulgarin and his collaborator Timur at Maisonette 9, who offer Luis some work in
exchange for financial assistance. Luis helps Bulgarin eliminate some corrupt federal agents and acquire the Liberty City Rampage hockey team. Gracie Ancelotti gets Tony back from drugs and later kidnapped unknown attackers. Ancelottis determined that Gracie has been kidnapped because of the diamonds and is pointing to the
blame for Tony and Luis. Tony will find out that The diamonds are exchanged with the Libertonian, and sends Luis to load them. Luis lurks in the exchange (involving Niko Bellic and Johnny Klebitz) and escapes the Buzzard, which has since been gilded. Bulgarin phones Luis, telling him to go to the roof of a building in the center of
Algonquin. As Luis reveals the severed head of the chef from Platypus, Bulgarin explains that the diamonds belong to him and accuses the chef, Luis and Tony of collusion, of stealing them. Turns out Bulgarin has led Luis to an ambush on the roof, and he's running away alive. Gracie's father Giovanni Ancelotti tells Luis and Tony to swap
the diamonds with the kidnappers and get Gracie back. On the exchange, Bulgarin appears and orders his men to attack the attackers, Packie McReary and Niko Bellic. Bulgarini flees the scene and amid the chaos of diamonds falling into a dump truck headed in the opposite direction. Luis, Tony and Gracie are on the run in a speedboat.
Tony is busy with recent events, he refuses to pay his debts and the city is closing all its clubs. Luis meets Rocco and Vince in the bathroom of DePark, and they explain to him that he must kill Tony, or the Ancelottis and the Russians in the team and kill Tony, Luis and all their friends and family. Luis appears on Maisonette 9 and
contemplates shooting Tony before pointing the gun at Vince and shooting him in the head. Tony warns Luis not to shoot Rocco because he is made a man. Rocco escapes and the Russians appear after a huge gunfight within the club. Tony accuses Luis of killing him and flees to his apartment to pack up and move into the desert. Luis
convinces Tony that he decided not to kill him because they are them against the world and that they have to resolve their situation. Luis ventures to firefly island lurking in a Russian heroin exchange, says Tony to hide out in Monoglobe Meadows Park. At the fairground, Luis destroys heroin and kills Timuri, who mentions bulgarin fleeing
the city by plane in two hours. After a proper phone conversation, Yusuf shows up at the Buzzard and eliminates the stalking Russians while Luis drives to the airport. Luis manages to board the plane and kills everyone on board. The vengeful Bulgarini exits the cockpit, holding a grenade, threatening destruction for both of them if Luis
kills him. Luis takes a risk and shoots Bulgarin, who drops a grenade causing it to explode. Luis parachutes out of the burning wreckage of the plane to safety, and heads to Meadows Park, where Tony is waiting. Once there, they both tell Yusuf that they do not franchise clubs because they prefer to keep it in the family business. As for
the diamonds, they'll eventually be found in a pile of garbage on the street well when Luis accidentally bumps into him on the way to Tony in meadows. Game About Trivia Name DLC may be inspired by the Ballad of Pretty Boy Floyd, which is a song by a notorious gangster named Charles Arthur Floyd.  The ballad Gay Tony uses the
cunt a total of fourteen times, the most of any GTA game. TBoGT is one of four GTA games lyrics for its theme song, the other three being Grand Theft Auto, Grand Theft Auto 2 and Grand Theft Auto: Chinatown Wars. Graphics Ballad Gay Tony has a much brighter look compared to Lost and Damned or Grand Theft Auto IV. While
daytime skies GTA IV and TLAD are often orange, TBOGT is often clear blue skies. At night, the sky ballad Gay Tony is black and features more stars, compared to the dark blue sky lost and damned and Grand Theft Auto IV. This is most likely to represent the glamorous image of the game. See also Lost and Damned Grand Theft Auto:
Episodes From Liberty City External Links Deutsch Español Magyar , nederlands Polski Português Русский community content is available from CC-BY-SA unless stated otherwise. Noted.
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